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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a finite group, p a prime, F a splitting field for G with charac- 
teristic p, SE Syl,(G). P(M) will denote the projective cover of the simple 
FG-module M. Let JFG be the Jacobson-radical of FG and 
u : = dim, P( 1 G), where 1 G denotes the trivial FG-module. Then there is the 
following 
LEMMA. (a) (Brauer and Nesbitt 121). dim, JFG 6 (GI - ICI/u. 
(b) (Wallace [21]). S A G*dimPJFG= JG/ -ICI/u. 
The converse of (b) is true if G has a p-complement (Wallace [21]) or if 
S is cyclic (Motose [13]) or if p = 2 (Okuyama [16]). The main purpose 
of this paper is to obtain 
THEOREM 1.1. S 4 Godim,JFG= IG( - IGJ/u. 
The proof uses Okuyama’s result, the classification theorem of finite sim- 
ple groups and the following 
THEOREM 1.2 (Brockhaus and Michler [4]). If G is a simple group of 
Lie-type and p # 2, then G has at least two p-blocks. 
Furthermore, the next lemma is needed. 
LEMMA 1.3 (Wallace [ 211). Let G be p-solvable. Then: S a G o 
dim, JFG = IGI - ICI/u. 
(For a short proof see Brockhaus [3].) 
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2. FURTHER NOTATION 
Let M,,..., M, be representatives of simple FG-modules (k~ N). If M, W 
are FG-modules, M simple, then x,+,: G --) F will denote the Frobenius 
character afforded by W, # (M, W) the multiplicity of M as a composition 
factor of W and 1(W) the composition length of W. /Bl,(G)j will be the 
number of p-blocks of G and Irr(G) the set of irreducible complex charac- 
ters of G. For i, Jo ( I,..., k} let ci, := #(M,, P(M,)). Then C := (co) is the 
Cartan matrix. If H c G, let fi : = Chc H h (EFG). 
a .= 1 g E--G, 
gsG g p-element 
the centre of FG. Define an F-linear map T: FG --) F by 
T(g):= 1 if g is a p-element 
(gE (3. .- .- 0 otherwise 
T is called “p-trace of FG.” 
If x: FG -+ F is a character or the p-trace of G, then ker x := 
{xEFG/X(gx)=O VgEG}. 
ker x is an ideal of FG, because tr(AB) = tr(BA) for quadratic matrices 
A, B and /g/z/ = /(g/z)“1 = Jhgl for g, hi G. (For these definitions see For- 
manek and Snider [ 71.) 
Let G = {g, ,..., g,}. 
t;,:= 1 if g; ‘g, is a p-element 
:= 0 otherwise 
(@I; 
i, jE (l,..., a), TG := (ti,), a symmetric matrix. Finally, w(S) will denote the 
augmentation ideal of FS and Z(G) the centre of G. 
3. RESULTS 
LEMMA 3.1. (Formanek and Snider [7]). (a) JFGs ker T. 
(b) If W is an FG-module, then: JFG = ker xWo Vi: p 1 # 
(cl x(lsp = W,(S): SI T. 
(d) JFG=ker ToVi:p{ #((Mi, (l,)G). 
Proof (Formanek and Snider). (a) T annihilates every 
element (see Passman [ 17, p. 471). 
t”i, w). 
nilpotent 
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(b) R : = FGIJFG, xi : = x,+,, Vi. M, becomes a simple R-module via 
m(x+JFG):= mx (mEMi, xsFG). 
(1) Ann.(M,) = Ann,(M,)/JFG (where “Ann” denotes the 
annihilator). 
By Wedderburn’s theorem: 
(2) There are orthogonal central primitive idempotents 
e, ,..., r, E R having the following properties: 
R = e, R @ . 0 ek R; Ann,(M;) = (1 -e,) R, a maximal ideal 
of R. 
If B is an F-basis for M, and d, : = dim,- Mi, then for each i: 
with respect o B is a ring isomorphism. 
Obviously 
(3) Ann,:G(M,) E ker xi Vi. 
(4) ker x, # FG. 
Proc$ Choose .Y E FG with s + JFG E e, R and 
=> xi(x) = tr 
lw+M, 
m++mx=m(.u+JFG) 
=trd,(x+JFG)= 1 #O 
=+x$ker xi. 
Therefore (4) holds. Ann,,(M,) is a maximal ideal of FG by (1 ), (2). It 
follows from (3), (4) that 
(5) ker xi= Ann,(M,) Vi. 
Let mj : = # (Mi, W). Then 
(6) ~w=Cf= 1 miXI. 
(7) kerxw=npl,,kerxi. 
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Pr00f. “2” by (6). 
“E”: Suppose (7) is not true. 
+3x~FG3,j~{l,...,k} VgEG:XU,(gx)=O,X,(,~)ZO,Pbm,. 
Choose e; E FG: t, = e,’ + JFG; let i E ( l,..., k 1. 
x,( elx) = tr 
Ml+ M, 
mwme,!x= [m(el+ JFG)] x= (me,)x ’ 
me, = m if i=,j 
=o otherwise (by (2))’ 
Therefore 
x,(c;s) = x,(s) if i=,j 
= 0 otherwise. 
0 = x bI.( e/Y x ) (by assumption) 
= i m,~,(r;s) = m,x,(s) #O 16) / I 
(because p 1 fn,), 
a contradiction! 
(8) n:_, Ann,.,;(M,)# n,.,Ann,,;(M,), if Is [l,..., X-1. 
Proof: 
QiiII: i#,j, so 
Let jE ( I ,..., k) ‘, I. Choose e,’ E FG with P, = CJ,’ + JFG. 
M,c; = M,(e; + JFG) = M,e, ,T, 0 
3 P; E Ann,J M,) ViEI 
=> P; E n Ann,JM,). 
IFI 
But M,~~‘=M,(L~;+JFG)=M,~~, =,2)M,#O~t~:~Ann~(;(M,)~~:~ 
nf:, Ann,.,(M,). Therefore (8) holds. 
k 
JFG = n Ann&M,) c n Ann,..JM,) (7, n ker x, =, ker xbc.. 
,=I I’ 1 m, I’ i IPi, 
It follows from (8): JFG = ker xWoVi: p j mi. 
(c) Let g E G. An easy calculation shows 
xr,,,~(g)=IIP~Syl,(G)lPg=P}I~1 
= IA’JS): SI. I{&Syl,(G)I gE P}l. 1. 
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The statement is true, if g is not a p-element. Let g be a p-element. Then 
g E P o g E NJ P). Therefore 
(9) x~,s,4r)=IN,(WSI I{P~SY~,(G)IP~=P~I~~. 
(10) I{PES~~,(G)IP~=P}I=~ (modp). 
Prooj (g) acts on Syl,(G) by conjugation. Let Yr,..., Y, be the 
orbits 
*SY~,(G)= u Y,” u Y;=(PES~~,(G)IP”=P}U u Y, 
I Y,I = 1 PI I Y,I PI I Y,l 
=+l = JSyl,(G)J E J(P&yI,(G))P”= P}I (mod PI. 
Part (d) follows from (b), (c). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.2. 
ker T=Ann,(a)= c c,g, ) ;(‘, 1 c,r...,c,,~F, T, (j;) -n(. 
In particular dim, Ann,(a) = IGJ - rk( TG). 
Remark. Lemma 3.2 is essentially contained in Tsushima [203 (where 
the matrix T, is defined in a slightly different manner). 




TG defines an F-linear map 
cp:FG+FG 
gj'-'C tijgi 
cP(gj)= C gi= 1 gjg (g;= gjg) 
I KEG 
R,- 'K, p-e'. &T 
-I p-4. 
=gi c g=g,a. 
p-1 p-4. 
Therefore q(x) = XCY Vx E FG. It follows: x E {xi c, gil .} o q(x) = 0 o 
x E Ann,(a). Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA 3.3. (a) # (Mi, FG) = dim,P(M,) Vi. 
(b) dim,P(M,)= ISI #(M,, (ls)G)V,i 
(c) u= ISI- #(l,, (ls)G)= 1. 
Proof. 
(a) c cgdim,Mj=~ #(A4,, P(M,))dim.M,=dim.P(M,), 
i ciidimFMj=i #(Mi, P(Mj))dim,Mj= #(M;, FG), 
i I 
since dim, M, is the multiplicity of P(M,) as a direct summand of FG. 
c,~= cji by symmetry of the Cartan-matrix. 
(b) Let 0= WO< IV, < ... < IV,,, = FS be an FS-composition series 
of FS. Then 0 = Wf < Wp < . . < Wf’s, = (FS)’ z FG, where WY/W?-, z 
(Wi/W,-,)G~(ls)G VIE {I,..., ISI}. It follows that ISI #(Mi, (Is)‘)= 
# (Mj, FG) = (aJ dim, P(M,). 
Part (c) follows from (b). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.4. (a) JFG s Ann,(a), aFG E sot FG. 
(b) The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) JFG = Ann,(a). 
(ii) sot FG = aFG. 
(iii) p j (dim, P(M,))/ISI Vii. (Note: (dim, P(M,))/ISI E N by 
Lemma 2.4(b).) 
(iv) P(M,) a #O Vi. 
(v) P(M,)arM, Vi. 
(vi) 1 E Supp(ea) for every primitive idempotent e. 
Proof: (a) JFG s Ann,(a) by Lemmas 3.1(a), 3.2 (see also Tsushima 
[19]). aFGr FG/Ann,(a)~(FG/JFG)/(Ann,(a)/JFG) is semisimple 
(since FGIJFG z sot FG). *aFG s sot FG. 
(b) (i)o (ii) is clear (see proof of (a)). 
(i) 0 (iii): 
Pi 
dim, P(Mi) vi 
1st 
Lemmy3,3(b) P j #(WY (LAG) Vi 
Lem%as 3.1(d), 3.2 JFG = AnnFG(a). 
(ii) 0 (iv), (ii) o (v): Let FG = xi= I BP,, Pi indecomposable 
481,95:2-II 
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right ideals. picc < Pi n uFG < Lemma 3,2 Pi n sot FG = sot Pi; therefore 
crFG=~f=,@~,~<C;=,@~~~Pi=~o~FG. It follows that aFG= 
sot FG o Vi: P,or = sot Pi 0 Vi: P,cl # 0. 
(iv)o(vi): ea#Oe 1 ~Supp(ea) by Okuyama Cl4 (l.G)l. 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.5. (Formanek and Snider [7]; Tsushima [19]). Let G 
be p-solvable. Then JFG = Ann& cI). 
Proof V’i: p t (dim, P(M,))/ IS/ by Hamernik, Michler [S, Corollary 
2.3b)]. The statement follows from Lemma 3.4. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.6. (a) (Wallace [21]). dim, JFG = IGI - lGl/u o Vi: 
P(Mi)ZP(l,) OFMi. 
(b) dim,JFG= (GI - IGI/uoVi,j: #(l,, MT OFMj)=6,. (6, 
denotes the Kronecker symbol.) 
(c) dim, JFG = IGI - IGI ju + p l dim, Mj Vi. In particular every 
p-Block has maximal defect. 
Remark. Part (b) is due to M. Lorenz. Part (c) may be found in 
Okuyama [ 161. 
Pro@ (a) P(1,) OFMi is projective and MiZ 1, @FM;< 
P( M;) @ F M,. Therefore 
Vi: P(M,) ( P(1,) OFMi. (*I 
dim, FG/JFG = c (dim, Mi)2 = i c (dim, Mi)(u dim, Mi) 
I I 
g) i c (dim, M,)(dim, P(M,)) =T 
I 
(because dim, Mi is the multiplicity of P(M,) as a direct summand of FG). 
Therefore P( Mi) g P( 1 G) 0 F Mi Vi o dim, FG/JFG = I GI /u. 
(b) #(l,, M? OFMj)=dimFHom&P(l.), M? @Fyi) 
=dim.Hom,(P(l.) OFMi, Mj) 
“a”: #(l,, M,* @.M,) c~j dim,Hom,(P(M,), M,)=6,. 
“err: Assume dim, JFG # IGI - lGl/u 
z 3j: P(“i)OP(Mj) I p(lG) OF”i 
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# (lG, MT O,M,) > dim, Hom,(P(M,), Mj) 
+ dim, Hom,( P( Mj), M,) 
= dim, Hom,(P(M,), Mj) + 1. 
Case 1. i = j * # (1 G, MT 0 F Mj) > 2, a contradiction. 
Case 2. i # j 3 # (1 G, M,? 0 F Mj) > 1, a contradiction. 
(c) Suppose 3i: p 1 dim,M,* #(l,, MT @,Mi)>2 (see Put- 
taswamaiah, Dixon [ 18, p. 1331). This contradicts (b). Q.E.D. 
G. Michler observed the following fact. 
Remark 3.7. Let G be p-solvable. Then: p 1 dim, Mi V’i o S 4 G. 
Proof: 
pjdimFM,odim,P(M,)=ISI dim,M, 
(Hamernik, Michler [S, Corollary 2.3(a, b)]) 
o dim, P( Mi) = u dim, M; 
(since u = ISI) 
-P(M,)rP(l.) OFhI, 
(see (*) in the proof of Lemma 3.6(a)). 
The result follows from Lemmas 1.3 and 3.6(a). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.8. Let dim,JFG= IGI - lGl/~. 
(4 u= ISI, c (;I?:;) =ISl (;I:::). 
(b) Let S< U6G. Then P(l,)zP(l.)I.. In particular P(l.)I.rP’S. 
Remark. After I finished the proof Professor Wallace informed me that 
Lemma 3.8(a) was already known to him. His (unpublished) proof is dif- 
ferent from the following. 
Proof: (a) 
Let f(X) be the characteristic polynomial of C. 
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f(.Y)=det C- 
=a,Xk+a,_,Xk-l+ ‘.. +a,x+a,, ao,..., ak E Z. 
BY the Euclidean algorithm f(X)=(X-u)(b,-,Xk-l+ ... + 
b,X+ b,) + c for certain bo,..., b,-,,cEZ. c=f(u)=O by (*). Comparing 
coefficients: - ub, = a, = *det C. 
det C is a power of p (see Puttaswamaiah and Dixon [ 18, p. 1061) 
=Ab&ku=pb 
- UI ISI (otherwise dim,JFG= ICI - lGl/u# N). 
By Lemma 3.3(b), ISI 1 u. Therefore u = ISJ. 
(b) P(l.)J. is projective and l,dP(l.)IU 
*fYl.)I~(1.)l. 
+ ISI <dim,P(l.) (Lemma 3.3(b)) 
<dim,P(l.)(.=u= ISI. 
Therefore P( 1 U) r P( 1 c) I L,. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.9. (a) u = I SI + Vi: #(Mi, (1,)‘) 6 #(Miy soc FG) 
( = dim, Mi). 
(b) dim,JFG= IGI - (Gl/~o(l,)~ and sot FG have the same com- 
position factors (multiplicities included). 
(c) dim,JFG= IGI - lGl/u*w(S) FG and JFG have the same com- 
position factors (multiplicities included). 
(d) dim, JFG = IGI - IGI /u * JFG = Ann,(a), sot FG = ctFG. 
Proof: (a) 
ISI #(M;, (ls)G)=dimpf’(Mi) (Lemma 3.3(b)) 
9 u dim,M, (see (*) in the proof of Lemma 3.6) 
=u #(Mi, sot FG) 
= IS( #(M;, sot FG). 
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(b) Case 1. dim,JFG = IGI - ICI/u + u = ISI (Lemma 3.8(a)). 
Case 2. (1 S)G and sot FG have same composition factors 
=+ 1 = #(I,, (lS)G)=U/ISI (Lemma 3.3(b)). 
au= ISI. 
Therefore u = ISI in each case. It follows that # (Mi, (ls)G) < 
# (Mi, sot FG) Vi and 
“=“oVi:dim,P(M,)=udim,Mi 
odim,JFG= ICI -ICI/u (Lemma 3.6(a)). 
Part (c) follows from (b), since FG/w(S) FGs (1 S)G (see Passman [ 17, 
Lemma 1.2ii, p. 681) and FG/JFG z sot FG. 
(d) By Lemma 3.6(c), p J dim, M, = # (Mi, sot FG) ;) # (Mi, ( ls)G) 
Vi (Lemmas 3.1(d), 3.2) 
* JFG = Ann,(N) 
-crFGrFGIAnn,(a)= FGIJFGEsoc FG 
=s sot FG = ctFG Lemma 3.4(a)). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.10. (a) p [ dim,M, Vi * c&= / KI CI for each p-conjugacy 
class K. 
(b) p[dim.M,VioJFG=ker~,,,~~. 
(cl dim F JFG= IGI -m*XsOcE.G(g) 
u 
if g p-element 
otherwise kEG). 
(d) Cf=, [u-/(P(M,))] dim,Mi>O. “=“edimFJFG= JGI - 
IGlh 
(e) dim,JFG=IGI-IGI/u=rkT,=IG:SI. 
Proof (a) It may be assumed that F is algebraically closed. Vi 3cj E F 
Vm c Mi: mi?= mc, by Schur’s lemma. (dim. M,) . ci = x,,(R) = 
C,,,X~,(g)=CREKX~,(l)=IKI (dimFMi).l,. Since 
p 1 dim, Mi: ci = I KI 1 F 
*XI?= IKI x Vx E sot FG 
=aaR= [RI a. 
Part (b) follows from Lemmas 3.1 (b) and 3.2. 
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(cl x sot FG = X(IS)~ (Lemma 3.9(b)) 
= IN,(S): SI T (Lemma 3.1(c)) 
= IG: SI T (since 1G: N,(S)] = 1 (modp)). 
(d) The multiplicity of P(M,) as a direct summand of FG is dim, Mi; 
therefore 
i /(P(M,)) dim, Mi 
i=l 
= Z(FG) = 1 # (M,, FG) = C dim, P(Mi) (Lemma 3.3(a)) 
<c dim.(P(l.) OFMi)=x u.dim,M,. 
I i 
It follows that xi [u - /(P(M,))] dim, Mi > 0 and 
“--“*vi: P(M;)rP(l,) OFMi - 
odim F JFG= IGI -E (Lemma 3.6(a)). u 
(4 rk T, = ICI -dim, JFG (Lemmas 3.2, 3.9(d)) 
= (G: SI (Lemma 3.8(a)). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.11. Let dim.JFG=lGI-lGI/u and S 4 G and IGJ minimal 
having this property. Then: 
(a) N $? Gap I IG: NI. 
(b) O,(G) = (1). 
Proof (a) Assume 
p) IG: NI *dim,JFN= IG: Nl-‘dim,JFG 
(see Passman [ 17, p. 2781) 
= IN -dim’;tl ) (Lemma 3.8(b)) 
F N 
aSAN (by the minimality of I Gl ) 
aSchar N il G=xS & G, a contradiction. 
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(b) dimFJFIG/O,(G)] =dim,JFG- IGI + IG: O,(G)1 
(see Brockhaus [3, Lemma 3(d)]) 
= )G) -m- lGl+ 1G. 0 . P (G)l 
U 
IWpW 
= IGIO,(G)I -u lop~G~l --I
= IG/O,(G)l - di;Gipq;iG’l 
F G/O,(G) 
) 
(see Hamernik and Michler [S, p. 1541). 
Assume O,(G) # ( 1). Then, by minimality of IGI, S/O,(G) a G/O,(G) 
and therefore S A G. Contradiction! It follows that O,(G) = (1). Q.E.D. 
The following lemma is due to R. Knorr and M. Lorenz. 
LEMMA 3.12. Let dim,JFG= IGJ - ICI/u and S !!A G and IGI minimal 
having this property. Then G is simple. 
Proof Assumption: 3N n G: (1) # N# IGI. 
( 1) dim F JF[ G/N] = I GINI - (G/N)/dim F P( 1 G,N). 
ProoJ Let V, , V2 be simple F[G/N]-modules. Define vg : = v(Ng) 
for gE G, VE Vi. Then Vi is also a simple FG-module with property 
N<ker Vi (ie (1,2}). 
#(l.,N, v: @F vz)= #(I,, v: @F v2)= :, 
if V1rFGV2 
otherwise. 
Part (1) follows by Lemma 3.6(b), since V, g FG V, o V, r FCGiNl V,. 
Therefore, by the minimality of IG(, SN/N n G/N + SN d G = 
(2) G=SN (by Lemma 3.1 l(a)) 
=+ (G: N( is a power of p 
* p(lG)r(p(lN))G 
by Green’s theorem (see Puttaswamaiah and Dixon [ 18, p. 1261). 
It follows that 
(3) u= IG: Nl dim,P(l,). 
(4) dim,JFN= INI - INI/dimFP(l,). 
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Proof: rp : FNIJFG n FN + FGIJFG, x + JFG n FN H x + JFG 
defines an F-monomorphism. JFG n FN E JFN, since JFG n FN is a 
nilpotent ideal of FN. It follows that 
dim, JFN > dim, JFG n FN = 1 NI - dim, FN/JFG A FN 
3 INI -dim.FG/JFG= INI - IGI +dim,JFG 
=>Sr\NcharNa G+SnNA G 
*SnN= (1) (Lemma 3.11(b)) 
* G is p-nilpotent 
(2) 
*SAG (Lemma 1.3). 
Contradiction! Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.13. Suppose u = I S(. Then 
(a) S<U<G*O,(U)<O,.(G). 
(b) I Bl,( G)I = 1 o O,.(G) = ( 1) and each p-block of G has maximal 
defect. 
Proof (a) P(lU)gP(lG)IU, since u=IS\ . Therefore ker P( 1”) d 
ker P( 1 G). By a theorem of H. Pahlings: ker P( lU)=Op(U), ker P(l,)= 
O,W. /\ 
(b) “j”: O,.(G) = (1 ), since [ lO,(G)l . lF] -’ O,(G) is a central 
idempotent. 
Therefore (4) holds. 
It follows, by the minimality of JGI, that Sn N 4 N 
“err: Apply (a) in case U = N&S). It follows that O,.(U) = ( 1). U 
is p-solvable; therefore IBl,( U)l = 1 by Fong [6]. By Brauer’s first main 
theorem (see Puttaswamaiah and Dixon [ 18, p. 15 11) G has only one 
p-block of maximal defect. So lBl,(G)I = 1. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.14. Suppose dim,JFG= IGl -ICI/u and S 4 G and IGJ 
minimal having this property. Then G is simple, non-cyclic and has only one 
p-block. 
Proof: Lemmas 3.6(c), 3.8(a), 3.12, and 3.13. Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA 3.15. [ E Irr(G), x E Z(S), c(x) = 0 =S [ does not belong to the 
principal p-block. 
Proof. Trivial. Q.E.D. 
4. GROUPS HAVING A SINGLE P-BLOCK 
Assume F : = R/I, where R is the ring of algebraic integers in @ and Z is a 
fixed maximal ideal of R containing pR. Then F is an algebraically closed 
field with characteristic p, algebraic over its prime field (see Isaacs [ 10, pp. 
262-2631). 
LEMMA 4.1. (a) Let IBl,(G)] = 1, gEG. Then: p/ IG : C,(g)] 
( = /gGI ) o g lies in the centre of a Sylow p-subgroup. 
(b) The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) IBl,(G)/ = 1. 
(ii) v’i E Irr(G): kc1 = lgGI (i(s)/i(l)) (mod 0 
(iii) R-- IRI . 1 F~ JFG for each conjugacy class K. 
(iv) aR = I KI CI for each conjugacy class K. 
(v) k’s’ = 0 for each p’-conjugacy class K # { 1 }. 




(vii) Let K be a conjugacy class and g E G. Then 
(number of p-elements in gK) = I KI if g is a p-element 
(mod PI. 
s 0 otherwise 
ProojY It holds that 
(1) IBl,(G)I = dim.ZFG/J(ZFG) (Clarke [5, Lemma 21). 
(2) J(ZFG) = ZFG n Ann &CI) (Iizuka and Watanabe [9]). 
(3) [J(ZFG)]“’ = 0 (Okuyama [15]). 
(4) J(ZFG) g JFG. 
Proof x E J(ZFG) 3 xFG is a nilpotent ideal of FG =S x E xFG c 
JFG. 
(5) IBl,(G)I = 1 *aI?= (K( c1 for each conjugacy class K. 
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ProoJ By (1) 
ZFG=FOJ(ZFG) 
=A~,EF~-c~EJ(ZFG) c JFG E Ann,(a) 
(4) Lemma 3.2 
* & = acK and R - cK E Ann,(G) 
(since JFG E Ann,( 1 G) = Ann,(G)) 
~c,~=GR=IRIG~c,=IRI.l,. 
So (5) holds. 
(a) Let gE G. 
Case 1. g lies in the centre of a Sylow p-subgroup =>p j
IG: G(g)l. 
Case 2. g does not lie in the centre of a Sylow p-subgroup 
Case 2a. g is a p-element =ap ) JG: C,(g)/. 
Case 2b. g is not a p-element. K := gG. &= lK( c1 by (5). 
14 Supp(c&) (since K does not contain any p-element). Therefore p I IK:I = 
IG: C,k)l. 
(b) (i) o (ii): Follows from Isaacs [ 10, p. 2711. 
(i) * (iii): R- IKI . 1, Ed,) ZFG n Ann,(u) = (*) J(ZFG) c c4) JFG. 
(iii) = (iv): Follows from JFG E Ann,(m). 
(iv) * (v): Let K be a p’-class # { 1 }. By assumption c&= 1 KI ~1. 
14 Supp(&), since K does not contain any p-element * p ( I KI * cd? = 
O=xREZFGnAnn,(cr) =c2j J(ZFG) =c3jk’S’=0. 
(v) + (i): Let e be an idempotent in ZFG. By Osima’s theorem (see 
Michler [ 12, p. 4671) 
e= c c,R where cK E F, 
K p’-class 
e = elSl = p + 
(11 c 
,lvp = clsl 
11) 
K p’-class # { 1 ) 
by assumption. * e E F = e = 1. Therefore lBl,(G)I = 1. 
(i)*(vi): g~cG(s)*s~cG(g)=p~ IG: cc(g)1 =>@)g is a p- 
element j S(g) p-group 3 g E S. It follows that C,(S) _c S. Furthermore 
(ii) holds. 
(vi)= (ii): It may be assumed that g is a p’-element # 1. 
P I I@ cGk)l = lg’l (since CG(S)CS). so Ig”I(i(g~/Ul))-O= lgGl 
(mod P). 
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(iv)o (vii): Let K b e a conjugacy class. Choose an arrangement 
g, ,..., g, for the elements of G such that {g, ,..., glKl} = K and define the 
matrix T, = (tii) with respect o this arrangement. 
Define an F-linear map cp: FG +FG by cp(g,) := Citiigi. Then 
cp( g) = ccg t/g E G (see proof of Lemma 3.2). 
Therefore c&= JKl CI 0 Vi: 
IKl 
,;, t;, = IKI if g, is a p-element 
(mod P 1. 
=o otherwise. 
Since Cl”=‘, t,j = (number of p-elements in g;‘K), the result follows. Q.E.D. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 
Let S, denote the symmetric group on n symbols and A, the 
corresponding alternating group. 
Let D be a Young diagram. The associated Young diagram D’ arises by 
interchanging the rows and columns (see Kerber [ 11, p. 203). The uniquely 
determined Young diagram a, which is obtained by removing as many 
p-hooks as possible, is called the p-core of D. IDI denotes the number of 
nodes of D. 
R. Kniirr told me the following 
LEMMA 5.1. Let n E N, n > 4, n 3 p # 2. Then there is a Young diagram 
D with IDI =n and IDI >p. 
ProoJ 3r, tEN, r<p, t>,l: n=tp+r. 





r . . 
0 
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Remove successively p-hooks in the first row from the right: 
Then there remains the p-core b with Id/ = p + r > p: 
Case 2. r = 0. Consider D: 
w : : :tl 
p-core, if p # 3: 
P-2 
@-Tim 
p-core for p = 3: 
In both cases 161 > p. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 5.2. nEN, n34, 2fp 1 IA,I* not every p-block of A,, has 
maximal defect. 
ProoJ: Let IS,1 = porn, rnE N, p Jm. If c~Irr(S,), let D, denote its 
corresponding Young diagram and d(c) the defect of the p-block, which 
contains [. It follows from Kerber [ 11, p. 132, 7.41 that d(i) = a o ID,1 = 
min{aS / t~Irr(S,,)}. The diagram 
D: CC:::0 
n 
has 161 < p. Therefore 
(1) VIEIrr(S,):d([)=aolbrl <p. Since p 1 lAnlep I IS,Iep<n 
it follows from Lemma 5.1 that 
(2) 31, ~1rr(S,): ID,,1 ap. Let ‘pi be an irreducible constituent of 
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I 4 I ,A and B the p-block of A,, which contains cpi. Assumption: B has 
ma&ma1 defect. Therefore 
(3) 3q,~ B: p j(p2(1). By Kerber [ll, p. 133, 7.61 there exists 
cz E Irr(S,): (p2 is a constituent of c2,+ and 8,, = 8,, or d,, = (07). In each 
case ID,,1 = lb,,1 2 (*I p, since l(Dy,)i = IB,,I. a(i) d(c2) # a. It follows that 
(4) P I Cdl). BY Kerber C11, p. 64.541: 121An=(p2 or izIA,=(p2+(p3, 
where q3 E Irr(A,) and cp2, (p3 are conjugate -q,(l) = c2(1) or q,(l) = 
12(1 l/2 *cd) p I cp2( 1), since p # 2. This contradicts (3). Therefore B does 
not have maximal defect. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 5.3. The 26 known sporadic simple groups have at least two 
p-blocks, if p # 2. 
Remark. The Mathieu groups M,, and M,, have only one p-block. 
(For M,, see Brauer [l, p. 1621.) 
Proof of Lemma 5.3. Follows from the character tables, using Lemma 
3.15. Q.E.D. 
Since by the classification theorem every non-cyclic finite simple group is 
an alternating group or a group of Lie type or one of the 26 known 
sporadic groups, Theorem 1.1 now follows from Okuyama’s result for p = 2 
(see Introduction) (“a” follows from Lemma 1.3). 
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